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Tim Noyes is a member of the Big Red Sales team that
represents seven brands to the independent channel.
Anna Ryland joined him on the road  

Founded in 2009 by John Reddington,
Big Red Sales is a sales ‘repping’ agency
that represents CE and DA brands to the
independent channel. The company also
deals with a small number of specialist
multiple retailers. John Reddington and the
company’s clients believe that this is the
most effective route to the market where
“everything is based on quality products,
high margin brands and personal
relationships.” All ten BRS’s sales
representatives have spent many years in the
industry and they have an in-depth
understanding of the market and the
independent sector. They are self-employed
but they handle the business on behalf of
BRS. Since 2009, the company has
increased its turnover ten–fold, and has
recently added  Haier to its brand portfolio. 

Tim on the road
Tim Noyes began his professional life as
apprentice engineer earning £5.11 a
week. His next step was a record shop in
Camberley and then Currys. While working
for  Army & Navy store in Camberley as
assistant manger Tim dealt with Diamond
Stylus, a distributor of radios and CE
accessories. Shortly afterwards the
company offered him the position of a
merchandiser. Joining them Tim didn’t
expect to spend the next 35 years with the
company, progressing from a
merchandiser to a junior rep and finally to
a senior rep. “I worked everywhere south
of Birmingham and made many friends in
the industry – greatly enjoying my work,”
says Tim.

“When Diamond Stylus was sold to
Lawton Trade Supplies I was made

redundant. After so many years in the
business it felt like a family bereavement.
I applied for around 35 jobs and one of
them was with Big Red Sales. John
Reddington contacted me saying that my
CV hit his desk at the right time and he
needed a man with my skills set. This
was four years ago and I am still on
John’s team. 

“Going out on the road every morning
feels like an adventure; you don’t know
what you’re going to find and you have to
be prepared for every possibility.”

Tim deals with brown and white goods
retailers. At present BRS’s brand portfolio
comprise seven brands:  Sennheiser,
Linsar, Morphy Richards, Vogel’s, Yamaha,
Alphason and Haier. Tim deals with all the
brands but most of his business comes
from Sennheiser, Vogel’s, Morphy Richards
and Linsar. 

His sales area stretches from Surrey and
Hampshire, the Isle of White, Channel
Islands to West Sussex. On an average
day Tim sees between four and five retail
accounts. He knows most of his clients
very well. “I try to make sure that I deal with
all the outstanding issues and there are no
problems once I leave the shop. I have to
ensure that the customers get the best
possible coverage and the dealers have
the tools to do their job. I am happy to do
product training.

“This is not a nine to five job,” stresses
Tim. “It is more like 24/7 as I frequently
receive calls late in the evening and deal
with orders and email enquiries well into
the night – even during holidays.  “I am on
the road usually from 6.30am and
sometimes I finish at 7pm. On average I do
250 miles on the road a day.” 

What makes a good rep? I ask. “Good
knowledge of products but also of
competition. Good reps have to have
thick skin too – that’s why you can see
them in the reptile house in the London
ZOO,” he laughs.  

Tim has a lot of satisfaction seeing the
BRS business grow. “When we first took
on Linsar we were tasked with recruiting

new dealers. We now have over 800 Linsar
stockists and that number is growing. And
one of the most crucial things is Linsar’s
five-year guarantee.” 

On the industry 
“This year the face of retailing is going to
change dramatically,” says Tim. “Retailers
can’t rely any longer on small margins. Also
many manufacturers have to wake up to the
fact that they cannot offer their products to
everybody because independents are not
able to compete on price. So they have to
decide on which side of the fence they are. 

“Independents have been serving their
communities for many years and they
always have a long-term view of the
business. Many of them treat their
customers like their own family and in this
they are unique. But they will have to
become very professional in everything
they do, this includes accessing market
intelligence from trade press that alerts
them to business opportunities, and
attending industry events and shows. 

“There are still some dinosaurs around in
electrical retailing that have been doing
business the same way for many years and
they don’t like the idea of change. I would
say that 60% of the independents have
already changed but there is still 40% that
need to move on. 

“BRS is a very professional organization.
We constantly keep an eye on the market
and emerging opportunities. Our business
is partly based on personal relationships
and so we work very closely with our
customers. We have regular meetings to
update ourselves on what’s going on with
our brands. We are fast to react and keep
a hand on the pulse of the industry
because we are in the business for the
long term. 

“We are a bit like Gideons placing the
Bible in hotel rooms. We want to let people
know that we have brands with good sales
opportunities. Of course, we depend on
our customers to give us tools to work with
– such as product information, promotions
and PoS material.”

An agent of change on the road
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